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Wall Play for the little Ones

1

1

2

2

103 463  Wall boards for game pieces

Contents/Material/Size: 1 stained and lacquered birch multiplex wall board, 
117 x 17 x 7 cm, mounting material included. Playable wall board with hills 
and hiding places for the wild animals and pets game figures (103 464-103 
465). We recommend 2 wall boards for storing both sets of animals. The wall 
boards can be widened in both directions.    

Large play animals 

Material/Sizes: 2.2 cm thick, stained birch plywood. 
Educational approach These lovingly crafted miniatures are great for nurse-
ry children due to their size. They are elemental in design and allow the fantasy 
and the child‘s imagination enough space to unfold. When playing with the 
animals, the children slip into the role of their favorite animal and act from its 
perspective, „being“ the animal and thus find a new way of communication. In 
role-playing, they find out about the living experiences, strengthen their imagi-
nation and create completely new worlds. 
Game suggestions: They can be used either in combination with the wall 
boards (103 463), which act as a backdrop, or freely. After playing, they find 
their place there again and are at the same time a decorative enrichment for 
the group room.

103 464  Wooden Animal Forest

Contents/Size: 5 wild animals made of birch multiplex in the set: Stag, squir-
rel, fox, deer and hedgehog. Hedgehog 13 x 9 cm, Stag 22 x 24 cm. 
   
103 465  Wooden Animal Farm

Contents/Size: 5 Pets made of birch multiplex in the set: Horse, dog, rabbit, 
cow and cat. Rabbit 11 x 11 cm, Horse 21.5 x 18 cm.    

1 - 5
12+
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Tobini®

434 380  Tobini® Sea-view

With the help of 2 platforms, the children reach the 
top level of the game and can discover the „aqua-
rium“, the sliding fish and the sliding flowers. 
Material: Solid spruce, birch multiplex filling walls, 
playing surface with light green Tretford rug made 
of 80% goat hair, 20% pure new wool. The fabric 
of the fish consists of 100% cotton, except for the 
yellow fabric, which is made of 80% polyester and 
20% cotton. The filling material is made of 100% 
polyester. 
Size: 317,4cm wide, 186 cm deep, 136 cm high. 
Platform heights 59.9 cm, 40 cm and 20 cm. 
Decoration and play cushions are not inclu-
ded. Please order separately:
434 500 Tobini® Slide  

1 - 5
12+

dusyma.com

FURTHER 
PRODUCTS
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431 108  High Bench for crèche

Up to 3 children can sit at the adult table on this bench. With the help of the 
side handles and the 2 treads, children can get to the high bench indepen-
dently. With 2 steerable rollers, the bench can be easily moved, which can be 
assessed as required. In addition, there is a hook board for the lunch bags. 
Suitable for all tables with a height of 76 cm and a length of 120 cm.
Material: 18 mm birch multiplex, double lacquered. 
Size:94.6 cm wide, 52.3 cm deep, 75.7 cm high seat height 56 cm.  

431 109  Seat insert for 
crèche high bench
Material: 15mm birch multiplex, 
double lacquered
Size: 30 cm wide, 36 cm deep, 37 
cm high.  

Table top experiment station 

Conduct experiments and stage worlds in a special way. This is possible with 
the peladusy bowl used in the tabletop. The bowl is easily inserted into the 
tabletop. Order table legs separately. 
Material: Multiplex plate, 2.5 cm thick, covering: beech decor, maple decor 
or white. Bowl transparent acrylic glass. 
Size:Table Ø 80 cm, Peladusy bowl Ø 37.5 cm.

493 437 beech decor
493 438 maple decor
493 431 white

492 683  without reel

492 682  with reel

Metal Table Legs height adjustable 

Content/Size: 1 piece, adjustable in 3 heights for table height 46 cm, 53 cm, 
56 cm. colour: RAL 9006 

1 - 5
6+
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Experiment with all senses

102 803  Sandpen

Contents/Material/Size: 3 pens made of acrylic glass with plastic cap.  
20 x Ø 3 cm. 
Educational Approach: If the bottom of the sandtray is cleaned previously 
with the rake, you can write or draw on the sandtray with the sandpen. With 
a funnel and a small spoon, the pen is filled with sand. The pen needs to be 
a certain distance from the glass bottom and the sand trickles out in a fine 
stream, leaving fantastic patterns. The three pens have different openings, 
creating different patterns.

103 906  Climbcube

Contents/Material/Size: 1 climbing cube made of beech, manual. Cube 
edge length 6.5 cm.
Educational Approach: The climbing cube trains the dexterity in a playful 
way. The fine coordination of the fingers with the appropriate force is the basis 
for the training of fine motor skills.
Game suggestions: There must not be more than three fingers on the dice 
at the same time, and it must neither be discarded nor dropped while playing. 
An exciting challenge! 

103 518  Treasure Basket Dolls

Contents/Material/Sizes: 10 dolls made of soft textile, partly with head of 
natural rubber (free from BPA, phthalates, PVC, silicones and EVA), 1 green 
blanket 40 x 40 cm, made of 100% polyester ( washable up to 30 ° C ), all in 
basket made of plastic Ø 37 cm, suitable for dishwasher. Smallest doll 14.5 
cm, largest doll 24 cm. 
Educational Approach: For toddlers, the first dolls are usually small friends 
who repeat or share the everyday experiences. They accompany them du-
ring meals, potty training, getting their hair washed, building a den and much 
more. As a result, the children gain access to their own experiences and can 
understand and process them better. At the same time, they develop an un-
derstanding of empathy, first of all with the dolls and then with others. This 
basket contains soft body dolls that invite children to cuddle and to be loved. 
Due to the diversity of nations, every child has a suitable play partner with 
whom they can identify.  

1 - 5

1 - 5

6+

6+

3+
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Fascinating Light & ...

Mysterious light effects in complete darkness.

Magic Lightgame

Game idea: Christian Woidschützke 
Content/Material: Light panel with wooden frame and wooden pin. Phos-
phorescent foil on carrier plate with acrylic glass (not scratch-resistant). 
Educational Approach: When illuminating the phosphorescent light plate,ö 
luminescent lines, shapes and surfaces are created. It is fascinating to follow 
the traces of light that gradually disappear again. The intensity of the light trail 
varies depending on the spot or flat lighting.  The phenomena in the game is 
to explore with light, inspires the imagination and mediates the understanding 
of duration and transiency. Time and movement will be visually experienced. 
Game suggestions: Individually or in groups use templates or slides to 
achieve interesting collages. Pen and paper will be replaced here due to the 
demanding character of the play lights

1 - 2
3+

103 740  Magic Lightgame A2

Contents/Material: Lighting plate in wooden frame, including wall hanger, 2 
wooden light pens, 1 darkening felt, instructions. 
Size: Play plate 46.5 x 64 cm, light pen 15 cm long, Ø 1.7 cm. 

103 739  Magic Lightgame A3

Content/Material: Lighting plate in wooden frame, including wall hanger, 
wooden light pen, felt bag, instructions. 
Size: Play plate 34 x 46.5 cm, light pen 15 cm long, Ø 1.7 cm.

103 738  Magic Lightgame A4

Contents/Material: Lighting plate in wooden frame, wooden light pen, felt 
bag, instructions. 
Size: Play plate 25 x 34 cm, light pen 15 cm long, Ø 1.7 cm.  
  

103 741  Lightpen

Material/Size: Made of wood, 15 cm long, Ø 
1.7 cm.    
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... Colour Games

103 509  
Pegboard

Contents/Material/Sizes: Woo-
den board approx 46 x 49 cm, 18 
mm thick. 
Game suggestions: The pegboard 
of the rainbow game (103 510) can 
be combined with other materials in 
addition to the matching plugs, such 
as the Cubelix material (103 892). 
This promotes fine motor skills and 
creativity.  

103 327  In wooden box
Content/Material/Sizes: 140 ac-
rylic columns in 7 bright colours, in 
a practical wooden box. Acrylic co-
lumn about 6.66 cm, Ø 2 cm, woo-
den box 30 x 23 x 8.5 cm. 
  

103 508  In cardbox
Content/Material/Sizes: 126 ac-
rylic columns in 7 bright colours, in 
a practical cardbox. Acrylic column 
about 6.66 cm, Ø 2 cm, cardbox 24 
x 24 x 7 cm.  

103 510  Rainbow Pegboard

Contents/Material/Sizes: 1 wooden pegboard made of birch multiplex 
about 46 x 49 cm, 18 mm thick, with 11 x 11 holes, 126 acrylic plugs in 7 
colours approx. 6.6 cm, Ø 2 cm, instructions. 
Educational approach: This game is a colourful and visual experience. 
Transparent plugs in 7 bright colours allow the children to plug in and expe-
riment with colour and light. The children are encouraged to have their first 
experiences in the field of geometry, creativity and imagination.
Game suggestions: The board allows children to create a wide variety of 
patterns. A fine motor exercise and at the same time a special experience in 
combination with daylight! Older children can be set by the regular grid of the 
plug-in board tasks, such as filling each second row with plugs or using only 
certain colours.  

Luxy Rainbow Column

Educational approach: Shining acrylic columns, matching the pegboard 
game (103 510), in a practical set. Creative building as well as experiments 
with light and colour are made possible. 
Game suggestions: The stones fit in size with our Lumi and Luxury buil-
ding blocks (e.g. 103 325) as well as the Dusyma Uhl building blocks and 
can therefore be combined very well with them and thus enrich the world of 
buildings.

1 - 4
2+
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100 Languages in one

103 235  „Apropos Sprache“ International

Contents/Material/Sizes: A set of 6 boxes and a trolley base, detailed in-
structions with idea cards, boxes, lids and most materials made of birch ply-
wood or lacquered solid wood. Storage box 37 x 37 x 20 cm, dolls 26 or 21.5 
cm, case 25 x 18.5 x 9 cm. 
Educational Approach: „Apropos Sprache“ international is an excellent coll-
ection of material and ideas to address the issue of mother tongue, foreign 
and multilingualism in early childhood settings and schools. The material and 
the structure are based on our „Apropos Sprache“ (103 225) and can be used 
for the acquisition of various languages such as: Spanish, French, Chinese, 
Russian, Portuguese and many more. Various idea cards offer suggestions 
on how the material can be used. Linguistic skills, vocabulary, grammar, sen-
tence formation and pronunciation of different languages can be practiced 
in groups or in individual work both with and without a pedagogical expert. 
Game suggestions: The flexible dolls can be used with the furniture to 
practice prepositions.  

1 +

dusyma.com

FURTHER 
PRODUCTS

ON THE TOPIC

4+
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100 Languages in one

Box 1 contents: 
4 bending dolls, fabric; 4 chairs (red, yellow, green, 
blue), 1 table, 1 closet, 1 bed, 1 shelf, furniture 
made of solid wood partially coloured. 

Box 3 contents: 
147 picture items. 

Box 5 contents: 
147 picture andshadow picture cards (front: Pic-
ture - back: shadow image).

Box 2 contents: 
4 bending dolls, fabric; 1 wooden suitcase, birch 
multiplex, colourless painted; instructions with 
task cards. 

Box 4 contents: 
3 ropes, red, yellow, blue; 27 item wooden mar-
kers (red, yellow, blue); 6 finger puppets, fabric; 36 
word building blocks, solid wood, coloured stai-
ned; 3 blank cubes; 3 word length stones (small, 
medium, large) wood natural, 3 castanets, plas-
tic; 40 syllable stones black (plastic); 6 eye cubes 
wood.

Box 6 contents: 
1 Memobox with 9 compartments (stackable) and 
wooden lids.
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Flexible Game Options

103 874  Idea Spinner

Game idea: Ingrid Sparks-Burkhardt 
Contents/Material/Sizes: Turning plate made 
of birch multiplex, 2 pointers, 30 wooden plugs, 
100 plastic rings, red cord, cotton bag, extensive 
manual with many ideas. Turning plate Ø 60 cm, 
wooden plug 3.5 cm, Ø 0.5 cm, cord 5 m long. 
Educational approach: The idea Spinner can be 
used for playful vocabulary and grammar training 
as well as practicing the awareness of quantities 
or shapes. Creating patterns or visualizing proces-
ses will be easy with additional materials. In free 
play the imagination unfolds and the creativity is 
encouraged. 
Game suggestions: TheIdea Spinner can be fle-
xibly used. It offers many opportunities for children 
and teachers alike in many educational fields. This 
rotatable, round plate can be equipped with vari-
ous materials and will thus always open up new 
challenges. The cord, plugs and rings as well as 
the pointers help to create divisions and orders, 
to mark areas and to allow again and again to 
change the game and learning content.  

1 - 12
4+
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Creativity and Memory

103 484  Story Lanes

Contents/Material/Sizes: Game board, 7 path cards, 24 motif cards, 4 play 
pieces, made of wood, instructions, in a box. Game board 29.5 x 29.5 cm, 
motif and path cards 6 x 6 cm, playing stone Ø 1.8 cm, length 2.4 cm. 
Educational approach: Storytelling is a versatile language game that en-
courages children to tell stories. The lovingly designed motifs offer many con-
versation occasions, for example on the topic of family, hobbies and animals. 
Free narration and sentence formation as well as grammar can be trained with 
this game. In addition, it promotes imagination and language skills. 
Game suggestions: Different motif cards can be linked by paths, and thus 
short stories are created. The motif and path cards are placed in the board 
and you‘re ready to go. The children lead the way to the next motif and include 
this in their story, it can also create funny nonsense stories. The game offers 
different game variants.  

103 908  Meadow Flip

Game idea: Florian Racky. 
Contents/Material/Sizes: 9 birch plywood cards printed on both sides 
(edge length 8 cm), 24 standing figures (each motif 4 pieces, e.g. tree 6 cm 
high) made of coloured stained and varnished beech, 20 glass nuggets (ca. Ø 
1.8 cm), 1 colour cube (edge length 1.5 cm) and 1 set of instructions. 
Educational approach: A beautifully designed memo game that focuses not 
only on promoting memory, but also on fun and concentration. 
Game suggestions: The turning meadow is a special kind of a memo game: 
The cards are printed on both sides , each with 2 motifs. Which map hides 
which motif? By turning the cards, they are all gradually collected .

1 - 4 2 - 4
3+ 4+
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Logic Games

103 871  Klaktik

Contents/Material/Sizes: Sorting station with bows made of wood, 9 rings 
in 3 different colours and sizes, stand with tasks and instructions, in a box. 
Small ring Ø approx. 3 cm, large ring Ø approx. 5 cm, sorting station Ø 14 
cm, approx. height 17.5 cm. 
Educational approach: Logical and strategic thinking, concentration and 
fine motor skills are encouraged in this three-dimensional logic game. 
Game suggestions: Klaktik is a three-dimensional logic game. The task is 
to distribute the rings according to the picture on the three bars. The trick 
being: The rings may only be pushed and not lifted off by the bars. A very nice 
brainteaser, because several actions must be anticipated and implemented. 
Here leads are often the only way round to the destination. If a task is solved, 
the position of the rings is the starting position for the next task.

103 909  Patterni

Game idea: Peter Jürgensen. 
Contents/Material/Sizes: 45 acrylic tiles, large laying tile approx. 6 x 5 cm, 
45 task cards, printed on both sides, in 3 difficulty levels made of cardboard, 
7 x 9 cm, instructions, in box. 
Educational approach An exciting placement game that promotes logical 
thinking, geometric understanding and concentration. 
Game suggestions: Patterni is an abstract placement game in which at least 
2 players alternately create diamonds on a pattern. The goal is to replicate the 
shapes shown on their task cards. However, the player fulfills his task only if 
no other player anticipates him and places the last diamond in the given pat-
tern. Thus, it remains exciting until the end!  

1 + 2 - 4
7+5+
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The Joyk® Family is growing

103 664  Antonio

Material/Sizes: The body is made of elastic, easy-care and skin-friendly 
stretch material (100% polyester) washable up to 40º. C, the clothes are 100% 
cotton, hand washable up to 30 ° C, 65 cm tall. 
With Antonio, a new doll joins the empathy dolls. Antonio captivates with his 
green eyes, incredibly soft hair and mischievous smile. So he does not get 
cold feet, he has a pair of shoes.

Set of dresses

Material/Sizes: For all Joyk® (Empahty) dolls and other dolls from 50 cm to 
65 cm. Made of 100% cotton, washable up to 30 ° C. With these beautiful doll 
dresses the Joyk® empathy dolls are always perfectly dressed. In 4 different 

103 665  Coloured set of clothes

Content/Material: 1 blouse, 1 dress, 1 tunic, 1 pants, 1 headband. A set of 
clothes in which every doll  will look magical. The red pants can be combined 
with the blouse or tunic. The hair band completes the outfit appropriately.

103 666  Set of sleep-tight Pyjamas

Content/Material:  1 shirt, 1 trousers, 100% cotton, hand washable up to 30 
° C. Cuddly pyjamas for sweet dreams. Consisting of  pants with elastic and a 
matching shirt in gray-white checkered fabric.

103 667  Set of clothes in a denim look

Content/Material: 1 undershirt, 1 trousers, 1 shirt, 1 scarf, 1 hat, 1 pair of 
gloves, 100% cotton, hand washable up to 30 ° C. With this set, every doll is 
in the denim trend! With accessories such as a scarf, gloves and a matching 
hat, the outfit becomes a real eye-catcher. For colder days there is a cute 
undershirt.

103 628  Best Friends

Contents/Material/Sizes: 4 bending dolls, body made of skin-friendly 
stretch material, dresses and shoes for dressing and undressing, girls with 
red dress and bows in her hair 20 cm tall. 
Educational approach: 4 best friends go through life together while de-
monstrating diversity in our world. What is special here is the different origin of 
the individual dolls. This way, each child finds their favorite character to iden-
tify with. The dolls encourage role-playing and language and are particularly 
beautiful in combination with the doll‘s house Maxi (102 103). The joints of the 
dolls can be bent easily, so the play with the doll becomes even more realistic, 
because they can mimic a variety of movements.  

assorted sets is something for every doll and every occasion. Whether for a 
fine tea party or a walk in the fresh air. Dressing and undressing is possible, 
even small children‘s hands will soon belong to the ritual of every mum or  dad.

103 668  Set of clothes for wind and weather

Content/Material: 1 trousers, 1 jacket, 1 long sleeve shirt, 1 pair of shoes, 
1 reversible hat blue/yellow, 100% cotton, hand washable up to 30 ° C. This 
designed set comes in trendy corduroy. The pants have an elastic band and 
the colourful snaps can be easily opened by little children‘s hands and close 
again. The reversible hat makes of this set  a complete outfit, which must not 
be missing in any doll‘s wardrobe.

made by Dusyma 

3+

3+
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Play Carpet 

Material: EN 71 certified material, 100% polyes-
ter with anti-slip backing (100% latex), hand wash. 
Educational approach This special construc-
tion and role-play carpet invites children to have 
a creative and imaginative role in construction 
games. The deliberately simple graphics form the 
basis for individual game ideas and leave room for  

individual urban planning. It promotes imagination 
and creativity. 
Game suggestions: With the Dusyma little limou-
sines, the Uhl building blocks infrastructures and 
traffic rules can be taught in a playful environment.

103 837  Play Carpet Brummsee

Size: Carpet 80 cm x 80 cm. Country play carpet, 
suitable for the Dusyma-Pedestal 80 x 80 cm.

103 838  Play Carpet Düsdorf

Size: 160 x 80 cm. 

Play and seat cushions

Contents/Material/Sizes: Cover made of arti-
ficial leather (60% polyurethane, 26% polyester, 
14% cotton), phthalat free, flame retardant, remo-
vable, with zipper, wipe with a damp cloth, with 
polystyrene core. Cushion Ø 46 cm, 15 cm high. 
Educational approach: The lower seat cushions 
with large diameter are for 2-3 year old children, 
ideal for sitting. The cushions in 10 different co-
lours with 15 cm polystyrene core can also be 
used as a game element.

429 230  brown

429 231  red

429 232  yellow

429 233  gray

429 234  blue

429 235  L`-green

429 236  L´-blue

429 237  purple

429 238  pink

429 239  orange

2+ 2+
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The compact kitchen island consists of a game 
unit with stove, sink, 2 shelves and work surface. 
The diagonal arrangement of the game possibili-
ties and the 2 shelves allow you to play from 3 
sides. Other elements can be added to the two 
side handles.  For children under 3. 
Material: Birch multiplex, 1.5 cm thick, double 
lacquered, back wall and feet colourfully selecta-
ble. Size: 60 cm wide, 60 cm, deep, 44 cm high.

401 090  natural

401 09.   colour stained

Role-playing bed

Bedroom furniture for pretend play area.  Slatted 
frame included. Please order fitted mattress, 140 
x 70 cm, separately. 
Material: birch plywood, lacquered with 2 coats 
of varnish.

433 535  Role-playing bed

Matching mattress 120 x 60 cm, please order 
separately. 
Size: 123 cm long, 60 cm wide, headboard 40 cm 
high, foot part 29 cm high.    

4  blue 8  turquoise5  l´-green 9  orange

Dusyma stained colours:
Please complete the six-figure article number with the number of your chosen colour.

1  red 2  yellow 3  green 7  purple     white

2+

18+
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Cooperation

Rinnen Ralley 

Educational approach: Playing with the Rinnen Ralley represents a holistic 
development and the focus is on motor skills. When used in a group, players 
learn to communicate with each other and thus make valuable experiences in 
the field of social learning. 
Game suggestions: The wooden ball is moved back and forth on the xxxxxx 
without using the hands. In conjunction with other players, the goal is to roll 
the ball from pole to pole and from player to player. 

103 872  Rinnen Ralley

Contents/Material/Size: 5 poles made of beechwood, 5 wooden balls, ins-
tructions. Ball Ø 3 cm, channels 70 x 5 cm.    

103 873  Rinnen Ralley Mix

Contents/Material/Size: 10 poles with troughs made of beechwood, 4 
wooden balls, instructions. 4 channels 70 x 5 cm, 4 channels 50 x 5 cm, 2 
channels 30 x 5 cm, balls Ø 3 cm. 
Educational approach: This set includes 10 poles with varying lengths. This 
results in new game variants and the possibility to involve even more players. 
   

1 +
5+

103 870  Sacky

Contents/Material/Size: 1 Sacky made of durable PES fabric (100% po-
lyester, surface coated with polyurethane, washable up to 30 ° C), filled with 
plastic balls, instructions. approx. 9 x 9 cm    

103 869  Sacky Team

Contents/Material/Size: 3x Sacky, 6 rings, instructions, Sacky is made of 
durable PES fabric (100% polyester, surface coated with polyurethane, was-
hable up to 30 ° C), filled with plastic balls, rings made of plastic. Sacky about 
9 x 9 cm, rings Ø 38 cm. 
Educational approach: This set offers six rings in addition to the three in-
cluded Sacky, which can be used as destination or start / end markers for 
courses. Thus, more players are included and there are new game variants. 
   

Sacky 

Educational approach: The Sacky is a fun movement game in which alone 
or in a group different modes of transport and movement are tested. Balance, 
gross motor skills and dexterity are in the foreground. On the sides of the 
cube, the respective graphic shows the player how to transport Sacky. A 
creative, motivating game for the interior, for the schooly-
ard or on the way. Game suggestions: The Sacky is 
transported or held on the cube sides, alone or as a 
team, as shown. 

1 +
5+
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Flexible Seating and play furniture

1  red 2  yellow

Favourite colour 
Please complete the six-figure article number with the number of your chosen colour.

4  blue 5 l´-green

Upholstered square stool

These colourful upholstered square-shaped stools 
are available in five different colours. They are 
light and handy and can be easily transported. 
The stools are suitable for individual seating solu-
tions, loosen up fixed rooms as well as for different 
group situations. Their shape allows them to be 
stacked on top of each other and can be used 
for building purposes. The upholstered stools are 
available in three different sizes: for crèche, kinder-
garten and school. 
Material: artificial leather cover (60% polyuretha-
ne, 26% polyester, 14% cotton), phthalate free, 
flame retardant, wipeable with a damp cloth, poly-
urethane foam core, with zipper.

433 260  Role-playing book box, natural

Material/Size: Birch multiplex, 1.5 cm thick, transparent, green and yel-
low acrylic glass. 100 cm long, 30 cm wide, 33,5 cm high. Delivery is 
pre-assembled.
The book box is divided into three different sized compartments. They offer 
plenty of storage space for books and at the same time invite you to play. 
The two middle side walls are made of yellow and green acrylic glass to 
create a game of colours for the children. 

419 90.  Crèche

Size: 21 x 30 x 30 cm.

419 91.  Kindergarten

Size: 30 x 30 x 30 cm.

419 92.  School

Size: 40 x 40 x 38 cm.

9  orange
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Something new in Dusy-Workshop

103 737  Dusy-Work Bench

Game idea: Stephanie Dietmann 
Contents/Material/Size: Wooden workbench, 2 screw clamps made of 
metal / plastic handle, workbench 75 x 35 cm, 25 cm high. The Dusy-Work 
Bench is different in many ways from other workbenches: Its low height ma-
kes it ideal for working on the floor. The children can put all their physical 
strength into the work, lean on the work surface and work comfortably from 
all sides. It is also possible to work on the knees with our suitable gymnastics 
mat (518 586). In addition it also contains hand grips, thereby the workbench 
remains mobile and portable. The 16 pilot holes are used for flexibly placing 
the 2 supplied clamps. A maximum of 3 children can work at the workbench 
at the same time. The clamps can be fixed with a child´s hand, if possible 
tightened again by an adult. Further notches and dents are used to clamp 
branches securely and it makes the sawing of leaves possible. By turning the 
bench, you can clamp larger branches. The work on the workbench promotes 
the imagination and creativity and trains fine motor skills. From 4 years.

4+
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Something new in Dusy-Workshop

103 735  Dusy-Saw

Game idea: Stephanie Dietmann
Contents/Material/Size: Hand piece made of wood and metal, screw clamp 
with wooden handle, Japanese fine saw, strap. Hand piece 16 x 4.5 cm. 
The Dusy-Saw enables many different pieces of wood to be cut safely and 
accurately. Hand piece: On the front side of the hand piece, a slot is formed by 
a metal plate, through which the saw can be guided. This way, saw cuts be-
come straight and the fingers are protected. The cut succeeds quickly, easily 
and safely - without frustration and exhaustion. On the sides of the hand piece 
are metal plates that can be pushed up and down. This results in a lateral 
stop on one edge of the workpiece for right-handed and left-handed people, 
allowing for right-angled 90 ° cuts. There is a notch on the underside of the 
hand piece. The hand piece thus finds support on round rods and branches. 
For sawing, the hand piece must be fixed on the workpiece with a clamp or 
tension belt. The Dusy-Saw promotes fine motor skills as well as eye-hand 
coordination. Dealing with this effective tool is a manageable challenge that 
can be used to work responsibly, attentively, and safely.  

103 736  Dusy-Drill

Game idea: Stephanie Dietmann
Contents/Material/Size: 1 wooden hand piece, 1 wooden belt (screw clamp 
with wooden handle ), 1 strap, 1 snail drill 4 mm. Hand piece 16 x 4.5 cm. 
The Dusy-Drill allows even young children to drill holes. The drill consists of a 
hand piece in which there is a crank vertically. Standard six-edge bit tools can 
be inserted into the crank. The included snail drill is optimal: It drags deeper 
into the wood with each spin of the crank. This enables clean holes in wood to 
be achieved quickly. On the bottom of the hand piece is a notch. This means 
that the hand piece also finds a stop on rods and branches, which means that 
even difficult holes can be safely made. To drill, the hand piece must be fixed 
on a workpiece with a winch or strap. The Dusy-Drill promotes fine motor skills 
as well as eye - hand coordination.  

4+ 4+
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412 176  Painting Station Petit Miró

The mobile painting station for small artists can be used on both sides and 
offers storage space for creative material. For painting is the painting wall fold-
able and removable. The extensions on both sides are to be used as storage 
space, in addition to the shelf compartments. The red, retractable plastic tubs 
are easy to wash off and can be inserted at the bottom when not in use when 
the extensions are inserted. With 4 lockable rollers. Including 2 red plastic 
tubs, matching the extensions. Suitable for 3 material boxes 402 110 (please 
order separately). 
Material/Size: 1.8 cm birch multiplex, painting wall white coated, plastic 
tubs. 75 cm wide, 49 cm deep + extension with 8.4 cm, total height: 130 cm, 
painting area: 72.8 cm wide, 85 cm high (up to about A1), plastic tub 70 cm 
wide, 10 cm deep, 4.5 cm high.  

1 - 4

For little Artists

2+

Materials
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544 534  nude-colour

544 522  dark-yellow

544 521  light-yellow

544 523  orange

544 525  pink

544 524  red

544 526  violet

544 527  light-blue

544 528  ultramarine

544 529  light-green

544 530  dark-green

544 531  brown

544 532  black

544 535  Dusyma tempera colours –Set
Contents: 8 colours in the set, 1000 ml each: Yellow, orange, red, blue, 
green, brown, black, white.    

544 901  Dusyma Set of colours 500 ml
Contents: 10 colours in the set, 500 ml each: Yellow, orange, red, blue, 
green, brown, black, white, pink, purple.    

544 533  white 555 114  white 555 120  lilac

561 610  nude-colour 555 119  blue

555 115  yellow 555 118  green 

555 116  orange 555 121  brown 

555 117  red 555 113  black 

560 260  Finger paint – Set
Content: 10 x 750 ml, white, yellow, nude-colour, orange, red, green, blue, 
lilac, brown, black.    

3+

561 810  Creative-Package
Contents/Material:
• Dusyma glue stick (12 pieces),
• Dusyma “Multi-glue” (24 x 100 ml),
• Dusyma “Multi-glue” refill bottle (2 x 2000 ml),
• craft scissors (12 x right),
• craft scissors (3 x left),
• Dusyma tempera colours- (8 sets x 1000 ml),
• small sorting bowls (10 pieces),

• pompoms (100 pieces),
• moving  eyes (450 pieces),
• pipe cleaner (150 pieces),
• gemstones (approx. 2900 pieces),
• flower magic (about 160 pieces),
• cones brush (10 x size 10 gr.), 
• coloured paper 100 sheets in 10 colours 

(130 gr, 50 x 70 cm),

• coloured cardboard 100 sheets in 10 co-
lours (220 gr, 50 x 70 cm),

• crepe paper 10 rolls in 10 colours (50 cm 
x  250 cm),

• drawing paper 50 sheets in white (120 gr/
sqm, A3),

• Transparent paper 25 sheets coloured sor-
ted (70 x 100 cm)

Dusyma tempera colours 

Ready-made tempera colour in strong colours that can be mixed with each 
other. Ideally suited for paper and cardboard as well as for the spraying  tech-
nique. Wash out brush with warm water, wash out stains in clothes immedia-
tely with tepid water. Glutenfree. In plastic bottle.

Dusyma finger paint 

Contents: 750 ml bottle. Dusyma finger paints, creamy in consistency, adhere 
to all materials without running, even on windows and other vertical surfaces, 
easily mixable with each other. Glutenfree. In a practical dosing bottle.che.

2+

Materials
for the Creative Workshop!
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Glue

555 087  Multi-glue 2000 ml

2000 ml refill bottle. 

555 085  Multi-glue 100 ml

100 ml bottle.

555 086  Empty Bottle

Empty Bottle for 100 ml.

555 106  All-purpose glue – Set
Content: Dusyma all-purpose glue set with 24 x 
100 ml bottles, 24 x 100 ml empty bottles, 2 x 
2000 ml refill bottles. Glue for paper, cardboard, 
felt, leather, wood, ceramics, glass, plastic and 
styrofoam. Moisture-resistant and waterproof, 
heat and cold resistant, quick-drying, strong, po-
werful, clean and fast. Sustained to solvent.

555 092  All-purpose glue 2000 ml

2000 ml refill bottle.

555 090  All-purpose glue, 100 ml

100 ml bottle.

555 091  Empty Bottle

Empty Bottle for 100 ml.

537 417  Empty Bottle 

Empty Bottle for 100 ml.

Dusyma Craft Glue 

Dusyma Craft Glue is a child-friendly glue free of 
solvents or plasticisers. The milky white dispersion 
adhesive dries almost crystal clear. Suitable for all 
materials such as paper, transparent creative pa-
per, card, paper-mâché, wood, fabric and leather 
but also china, metal, ceramics. Excellent results 
also obtained with plastic and polystyrene. Always 
remove traces of glue from clothing with warm wa-
ter immediately.

536 353  Craft Glue 2200 ml

2200 g refill bottle   

536 354  Craft Glue, 100 ml

100 ml bottle. 

Dusyma multi-glue

Safe, washable and odourless water-based adhe-
sive. Glues on to paper, textiles, cardboard and 
various lightweight materials. Can be used direct-
ly from the bottle or applied with a brush. Stains 
must be removed with tepid water. Solvent-free.

Dusyma all-purpose glue 

Glue for paper, cardboard, felt, leather, wood, 
ceramics, glass, plastic and styrofoam. Moisture-
resistant and waterproof, heat and cold resistant, 
quick-drying, strong, powerful, clean and fast. 
Sustained to solvent.

Dusyma Glue Stick Solvent and gluten-free adhesive stick, therefore 
safe for children. Suitable for paper, cardboard, 
photos, fabrics and much more. Washable from 
almost all fabrics. With lavender scent.

561 940  Glue Stick 20g
Content/Size: 10 cm, Ø 2,5 cm, 20 g. 1 piece.

561 941  Glue Stick 20 g - Set
Content/Size: 10 cm, Ø 2,5 cm, 20 g. 24 piece.

561 942   Glue Stick 40 g
Content/Size: 12,5 cm, Ø 3 cm, 40 g. 1 piece.

561 943  Glue Stick 40 g - Set
Content/Size: 12,5 cm, Ø 3 cm, 40 g. 12 pieces.

555 108  Multi-glue - Set
Contents: Dusyma multi-glue set with 24 x 100 
ml bottles, 24 x 100 ml empty bottles, 2 x 2000 
ml refill bottles. Safe, washable and odourless 
water-based adhesive. Glues on to paper, textiles, 
cardboard and various lightweight materials. Can 
be used directly from the bottle or applied with a 
brush. Stains must be removed with tepid water. 
Solvent-free.  

3+ 3+ 3+

3+

Materials
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Colours

561 950  white

561 951  yellow

561 952  orange

561 953  rosa

561 954  red

561 955  nude-colour

561 956  lilac

561 957  light-blue

561 958  dark-blue

561 959  green

561 960  brown

561 961  black

561 962  gold

561 963  silver

561 964  light-green

561 965  dark-red

Single colour three-edge Jumbo 

Contents/Sizes: Each 12 three-edge shaped pencils, in cardboard. Pencil 
length 17.5 cm, pen Ø 10 mm, Ø 5 mm.

561 948  Three-edge pencil set Jumbo

Contents/Sizes: 144 pencils in 12 colours, painted. In a wooden box with sli-
ding lid. Pencil length 17.5 cm, pencil Ø 10 mm, mine Ø 5 mm. Large coloured 
pencil set in clear wooden box, sorted in 12 colours. Three-edge shape with 
very sturdy mine, strong and rich colour application.  

561 949  Wax crayons - Set

Contents/Sizes: 144 wax crayons in 12 colours, in a wooden box with sliding 
lid. Length 10 cm, crayons Ø 10 mm.
Rich supple colour range for a light but intense colour application. Break-proof 
crayon, does not stain on hands or textiles.
  

3+ 3+

3+

Materials
for the Creative Workshop!
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